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Abstract
Recent researches have shown that, everywhere  in various sciences the systems are following stacked-based stored change behavior
when subjected to events or varying environments “on  and  above” their normal situations. This paper presents a generalized data
stack programming (GDSP) model which is developed to describe the system changes under varying environment. These changes
which are captured with different ways such as sensor reading are stored in matrices. Extraction  algorithm  and identiﬁcation
technique  are proposed to extract the different layers between images and identify the stack class the object follows; respectively.
The general multi-stacking network is presented including the interaction between various stack-based layering of some applications.
The experiments prove that the concept of stack matrix gives average accuracy of 99.45%.
© 2016 Electronics Research Institute (ERI). Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Keywords: Consolidity theory; Extraction algorithm; Generalized data stacking programming model; Identification technique; Multi-stacking
networks
1.  Introduction
Representing information, storing and retrieving it are fundamental in computer science. There are many ways of
data structures. Stack is one of them and it is the arrangement of items where the most recently arrived item at the
stack is the first to be retrieved. Traditionally, objects are stored in a pile form where insertion and deletion are done
from the top only. However, this idea is changed in (Elhadidy et al., 2013, 2014) by introducing the Generalized Data
Stacking Programming (GDSP) model. The stack is not only one class but it has more than one depending on the place
where the new element is inserted.
Scientists, researchers and engineers have exerted their best efforts to introduce various mathematical techniques for
understanding the behavior of the system through investigating their stability and measuring their degree of robustness
thus avoiding their possible future failure or collapse. Nevertheless, some systems still continue to fail or go into chaotic
states (Dorrah and Gabr, 2012). Therefore, it was found that any system responses to both time and any event subjected
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o it during its life course by changing its parameters (Dorrah, 2014a; Little et al., 2006; Alsbouí et al., 2011). These
hanges follow a stack-based behavior in more general sense where the changes take a form of new layer added to or
emoved from the object.
The main goal of this work is to introduce the basic concepts of a new data structure technique (GDSP) which changes
he old definition of the stack and therefore the way to present any physical system with its different operations on and
bove the normal situations. The new definition can be used in many fields so that it helps to discuss and analyze any
ata of a system through matrix implementation which replaces array implementation to represent the stack in all of
ts classes. It is based on growing (or shrinking) matrices which is equivalent to insert (or remove) items to (or from)
he stack. The stack matrix which can be produced by different ways is used for modeling and analyzing the system.
In order to realize this idea, an  extraction  algorithm  is applied to extract what happen to an object after it is exposed
o an event. The algorithm’s idea is inspired by the pattern points matching algorithm which finds the correspondence
etween two sets of points. If the image of an object is obtained before and after being affected by an event, the class of
he stack that the object follows is identified according to the  identiﬁcation  technique  which is also presented. The same
oncept is also extended to multi-stacking systems appearing when handling various real life systems with interactions
Elhadidy et al., 2014).
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the motives of this study. Section 3 presents the generalized
tack definition which includes the traditional form of stack, GDSP model having the classes in more detail, the
xceptions of the model and some of multi-stacking applications. Section 4 presents stack-based layering extraction
nd processing. It includes the extraction  and identiﬁcation  algorithms  which depend on the point pattern point matching
lgorithm as tools to understand the concepts of the new model. Section 5 presents the multi-stacking layering network
ith applications. Section 6 presents the experiments of applying the stack matrix to a circle which represents the
uman artery showing that any process can be done easily with high accuracy. In this section also the extract algorithm
s applied to a real image of an artery to extract the fat using the stack matrix. Section 7 presents conclusion and
uture works. Appendix A provides the coding of each class of our model. Appendix B presents the mathematical
epresentation of them.
. Motives  of  the  study
Systems can be classified according to different criteria and lots of works have been done on the system classification.
n many life sciences, real life physical systems are event-driven  frameworks (Dorrah, 2012). The time, on the other
and, is governing the system state equation and consequently the system response. It is also crucial in determining
he order of the sequence of the occurrence of events (Thiele, 2007).
The relation between the “time-driven” versus “event-driven” dilemma was the subject of many studies especially
y the computer science researchers. As the systems handled by computer science are mainly virtually, their developed
pproaches could not be replicated to physical system due to difference in their nature (Dorrah, 2014b). Such problem
as only solved recently by introducing the “time  driven-event  driven-parameters  change” paradigm as shown in
ig. 1 (Dorrah, 2014a, 2013). This paradigm states that each event affecting the system “on  and  above” its normal
ituation will yield its change of parameters. This in fact reveals that real life systems are intelligent and stores all their
ffecting events through consecutive changes of parameters. A simple representation of this paradigm can be illustrated
y the following representation (Dorrah, 2014b).
Due to wide changes of the nature and type of systems, such changes will differ from one system to another depending
n their internal property denoted by the “Consolidity Index” (Dorrah and Gabr, 2012; Dorrah, 2014a, 2013; Gabr,
015). Such index can be calculated from the knowledge of system physical equations. Consolidity (the act and
uality of consolidation) is measured by the system output reactions versus combined input and system parameters
eaction when subjected to varying environments and events. Moreover, consolidity can govern the ability of systems
o withstand changes when subjected to incurring events or varying environments “on and above” normal operation
uring the system change pathway.
System changes in real life may be logically conceived to be internally stacked at every event state  in the form of
 new sub-layer (or minute sub-layer or sub-stratum) arranged in some form in relations to the other preceding existing
ayer(s). Such new sub-layers (or sub-strata) represent the incremental physical changes or alternations imposed on
he original system basic layer(s) due to the induced effects at event state. Different classes of such stacked-based
rrangements at the basic system layer(s) are discussed in the next section and described in Table 1 as follows.
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Fig. 1. A conceptual diagram depicting the “time driven-event driven-parameters change” paradigm for real life systems (Dorrah, 2014b, 2013).
Table 1
The new six classes of stack.
Stack Description of stack-based arrangement
class (in relation to preceding existing layer(s))
S1: Above, top, or upward of original basic system (or layers)
S2: Beneath, bottom or downward of original basic system (or layers)
S3: Single, double or all sided of the external areas of the original basic system (or layers)
S4: Outward, outer or coating of certain original system core or nucleons
S5: Inwards, inner or lining of a certain hollow or empty space inside the basic original system (or layers)
S6: Within, in-between or scattered in the internal areas of the original basic system (or layers)
The physical modeling of the system change pathway will require therefore the handling of the data incurred within
the above stack classes. To achieve this target, the matrix approach will be followed to store step by step for each
event state μ  all corresponding changes of the physical system layers of various forms. A generalized stack matrix
representation will be mandatory for such purpose. It is therefore the main objective of the paper to develop such
types of generalized stack-based matrices in a form suitable to handle each specific type of the above stack classes.
Transfer of data from the system physical layers to such generalized stack matrices is carried out through monitoring
the changes in these layers by various means (such as sensors measurements or frequent imaging) and transferring data
at each event state to such matrices.
3. Generalized  stack  deﬁnition3.1. Traditional  stack
Stacking is the arrangement of items where the item most recently arrived at the stack is the first to be retrieved.
Traditionally, stacking means adding or removing items from the top of the object. The infinite stacking property will
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permit accommodating apparently any number of elements in the stack due to its unlimited capacity (Mehlhorn and
Sanders, 2007). Stack has lots of applications in many areas (Preiss, 1997; Shaffer, 2013). Array implementation of
the stack was traditionally used to represent the various operations done to the stack in its traditional form.
However, stacking can be applied for describing the physical system changes in a more general sense than the
conventional form when the system is exposed to unusual event. Therefore, six different classes of stack are mentioned
in Dorrah (2014a) and studied in more details in Elhadidy et al. (2013, 2014). The proposed GDSP model forms
modular blocks for handling various applications. This model is based on growing (or shrinking) matrices which is
equivalent to insert (or remove) items to (or from) the stack.
3.2. GDSP  model
System changes in real life may be logically conceived to be internally stacked in the form of a new sub-layer (or
minute sub-layer  or substratum) arranged in some form in relations to the other preceding existing layer(s). GDSP
model uses the matrix representation as it is more general than the array one. Upon programming of the progressive
allocation of any new incoming stack-based layer of system parameters, the size of the multi-dimensional growing
matrices is increased with appropriate steps, rather than being fixed values as in the programming of conventional
arrays types. We assume that any system can be represented by matrices which are taken from the images of it and
Fig. 2. Demonstration of stack-based layering progress of the growing type (S+) for various stack classes appearing in real life systems changing
with the event state μ (Dorrah, 2014b, 2013).
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their values represent the colors. The dimensions of the matrix depend on the size of the object under investigation
where it grows as the object grows. This assumption is used for explaining the new theory to be obvious to the reader
who is interested in it. The codes for this model are presented in Appendix A and the mathematical representation
is presented in Appendix B. This model includes six classes which are delineated in Fig. 2 based on the stacking of
sub-layers directions as follow.
3.2.1. Class  S1  (above,  top  or  upward)
Class S1 is the traditional form of stack where it is found in a pile form. Adding (S1+) or removing (S1−) an item
from the stack is done from the top. Obviously, this class can be found in many applications such as the subroutine
calling and storing data in the computer memory. If an object is represented by and if the item + is added,
the matrix of the object becomes (growing matrix (S1+)). Or it becomes [x  x  x ] as shrinking matrix if
the first row is deleted (S1−).
3.2.2. Class  S2  (beneath,  bottom  and  downward)
There are some applications that items can be stored under an object like growing the marine algae under water.
This kind of applications where the insertion (S2+) or deletion (S2−) is done at the bottom is class S2. By applying the
matrix method, the size of the new matrix after adding a layer at the bottom will increase as follow:
becomes (growing matrix). Or it becomes (shrinking matrix).
3.2.3. Class  S3  (single,  double  or  all  sided—external)
Class S3 is used when the insertion (S3+) or deletion (S3−) is done to a side or the two sides depends on the
application beginning from the left then the right. This class can be found in the soil where the deposits can be in both
sides. By applying the matrix method, the number of columns in the new matrix will increase by one if one side is
added or two if the two sides are added as follow:
[
x  x  x
x x  x
]
becomes
[
+ x x  x
+ x x x
]
or
[
+ x x x  +
+ x x x +
]
(growing matrix) or decrease by one or two columns in the case of deletion. becomes or (shrinking
matrix).
3.2.4. Class  S4  (outward,  outer  or  coating)
Tree trunk diameter usually changes during the day and night and along full year with both rainy and dry season
(Aimene et al., 2009). It is obviously affected by time where the older tree trunk diameter is bigger than the younger
one. It is also affected by events of rain or dry conditions. These changes are stored inside the tree in form of an outer
ring and accumulated by the time. Class S4 is used to simulate what happen in the tree trunk where it can grow or
shrink. This class is used for adding an outer ring (belt) to or removing it from the object. Applying the matrix method,
adding an item using the fourth class (S4+) means adding a column to the left then a row up then column to the right
and a row to the bottom of the matrix and increment the size as follow:
becomes (growing matrix). Removing an item (S4−) means removing the left column, upper
row, right column then the lower row as follow: becomes (shrinking matrix).3.2.5. Class  S5  (inward,  inner  or  lining)
Class S5 is the opposite of S4 where the insertion (S5+) or deletion (S5−) is done by adding or removing an inner
ring inside the object under a condition that it must have an empty space in the middle. This idea is clear in the human
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rteries. The fats can be deposited inside the artery reducing the radius of it and adding an inner ring of fats leaving
he empty center to let the blood move through as in Fig. 3.
Applying the matrix method, adding an item using Class S5 means adding a column to the left then a row up then
olumn to the right and a row to the bottom of the matrix beginning  from  the  empty  space  inside  and keep the size as it
s like the case of the cholesterol deposits till it block the hole inside as in the previous figure. To do so, it is necessary
or the matrix that represents the object to be a square matrix (m,m) in its 2D with a  hole  in  the  center  as follows:⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x x x x  x
x 0
x
x
x
0
0
x
0 0 x
0
0
x
0
0
x
x
x
x
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
becomes
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x x x x  x
x +
x
x
x
+
+
x
+  +  x
0
+
x
+
+
x
x
x
x
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
when an inner ring is inserted. While remov-
ng an item means removing a column from the left then a row from up then column from the right and a
ow from the bottom of the  empty  space  that is found inside the matrix
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x  x x x  x
x x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x  x  x
0
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
becomes
x x x x  x
x 0
x
x
x
0
0
x
0 0 x
0
0
x
0
0
x
x
x
x
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
.2.6. Class  S6  (within,  in-between,  or  scattered)
Class S6 is used for adding (S6+) or removing (S6−) (an) item(s) randomly. The deposit of sand or minerals in the
idney or fruit worm or having a tumor under skin are applications of the sixth class as in Fig. 4.
Applying the matrix method, adding an item using the sixth class means adding an element at position (a,b) then
earranging the matrix either horizontally or vertically according to the application. If the position of the new element
s near the right, arranging horizontally is done by adding a new column to the right then pushing the elements found
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Fig. 4. Examples of S6; kidney stones and fruit worms.
Source: www.medicinenet.com.
in row a  beginning from column b + 1 right till the new column. However, if the position is near the left, add the new
column to the left to be the first column then push the elements beginning from the new position till the second column
in the row a one position to the left.
becomes after adding y at (2,2) then rearranging horizontally after adding a column to the right
. While removing an item means removing an element then rearranging the matrix horizontally without
removing any columns but leaving a space at the end of the column as follow:
If we have and want to remove the element in (2,2), it becomes .
If the arrangement is vertically, add a new row at the bottom if the position of the new element is near the bottom
then push the elements found in column b and row a down till the last row then add the new element at (a,b). However,
if the new position is near the top of the object (matrix), add a new row at the top and push the elements beginning
from a to the first row in the same column (b) one position up as follow: becomes after adding y at (2,2)
then rearranging vertically after adding a row at the bottom . While removing an item means removing an
element then rearranging the matrix vertically without removing any row but leaving a space at the end of the row as
follow:
if we want to remove the element in (2,2), it becomes .
3.3. The  GDSP  model  exception
In this model, it is assumed that the new layer is uniform – adding a whole row, column or ring – according to the
stack class. However each stack-based layer could be more complicated in its forming. The layer could be non-uniform
containing segments of different nature and appearance. The industrial pipe corrosion is an example where the corrosion
happens when the rust increases at a specific place or this place is the weakest part or having an external overload on
it. This can be done by deleting some elements from the first column not the whole column as it is an example of the
third class (S3−) as follow:
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⎡
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will be
⎡
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x
x
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
or it could be a special case of (S6−) by deleting
ore than one elements at this specific place.
The same idea is found in many other applications like when the dental plaque covers a specific place of a tooth
aking it becomes weak and able to be broken easily (special case of S1−). The deposit inside the industrial pipe is
nother example of the exception as the deposits accumulates as a segment of layer not a complete inner ring as shown
n Fig. 5. This case is exactly like the deposits of fats inside the human artery too.⎡
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x x x x  x
x 0
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x
x
0
0
x
0 0 x
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x
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0
x
x
x
x
⎤
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will be
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x  x x x  x
x x
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x
x
x
0 0 x
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x
⎤
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or
⎡
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x x x x  x
x 0
x
x
x
0
x
x
0 0 x
0
x
x
0
x
x
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x
x
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
or even
x x x x  x
x 0
x
x
x
0
x
x
x  x x
0
x
x
0
x
x
x
x
x
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
.4. Multi  stacking  applications
In many practical situations, stacking could be more complex and follows a combination of the previous six classes.
here are many applications that can use more than one class of stack as follow.
.4.1. Industrial  pipe
Long pipelines are used in many countries for a number of applications such as transferring water, gas or oil (Jawhar
t al., 2007). By the time, the pipes are deteriorated from both outside or inside and also there are deposits from both
ides. The rust affects the pipe from outside or deposits on its surface is an example of (S3+) while as seen in the
revious subsection, the deposits inside is example of (S5+) as seen in Fig. 6. Consequently, the stack of the pipes is
een as combinations of S3 and S5.
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Fig. 6. The deposits on and in a pipe and the rust on industrial pipes.
Source: http://www.corrview.com.Fig. 7. The flood makes the water rise (S1) and the water bank increases (S3).
Source: http://www.news-journal.com/news/2015/may/11/storms-flooding-washes-out-roadways-henderson-coun.
3.4.2.  Water  ﬂood  or  tide
If there is a flood or a tide in a river, the level of water increases (S1+). If the stream is moving fast, the sides of the
river bank will collapse so the sides of the water bank will be wider (S3+) as seen in Fig. 7.
4. Stack-based  layering  extraction  and  processing
Feature detection and image matching represent two important tasks in computer vision, computer graphics, pho-
togrammetric and all imaged applications (Elgayar et al., 2013). The detected changes provide indications that are
useful in maintenance operations (Declerck et al., 2014; Amit, 2002). Suppose we have two images of the same object
before and after being exposed to change, we could identify the difference between them then identify which stack
class this object followed in its change. The stack-based layering could be represented by a form of image matrix
obtained from processed photos of the system.
4.1. The  stacks  extraction  algorithm
There are a plenty of published literature in the subjects of pattern recognition and image processing that can provide
the basic tools and template matching, image fusion and development of image similarity and difference transition
(Abolghasemi et al., 2012). Changes on each layer from one event state to the next one can easily be evaluated by
applying any straightforward colors difference (subtraction) algorithms. The stacks extraction algorithm is one of them
and it is used to compare between two images and then extract the difference layer from the image that be affected by
an event. It is shown in Algorithm 1. Its idea is inspired by the point pattern matching algorithm (Goshtasby, 2005).
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Three points (xi, yi) where i  = 1, 2, 3 are selected from the first image where |xi −  xi+1| and |yi −  yi+1| ≤  5 in order to
uarantee that the points are near each other. Three points are selected from the second image (Xi, Yi) where (Xi = xi)
nd (Yi = yi). For the given points, the coefficients of the following equation are calculated:
X =  ax  +  by  +  c,Y  =  dx  +  ey  +  f  (1)
Another set of points are chosen randomly in the first image and are compared with another set of points in the
econd image using the calculated coefficients in Eq. (1). If Eq. (1) is satisfied, it means there is no transformation
appened and a new matrix will have the difference between the two matrices that represent the image before and after
he changes then the difference image can be drawn. But if Eq. (1) is not satisfied, it means there is a transformation
appened and in this case the algorithm is terminated. It is assumed that the points in the two sets are related by the
ffine transformation given by Eq. (1).
lgorithm  1.  Extraction algorithm.
Step 5 can be changed from the proposed algorithm into L  = A–B  which means L  has the difference between the two
atrices which represent the two images and the same result will be obtained. The time complexity of this algorithm
s O(N2) if the matrix of the image is in 2D where N2 = m  ×  n and m, n  are the two dimensions of A and B or O(N3)
f the matrix is in 3D where N3 = m  ×  n ×  q  where m, n and q  are the three dimensions of A. The steps count can be
educed by omitting the matrix M  where the matrix L  is sufficient and it is clearly seen the difference in its values.
.2. The  stacks  identiﬁcation  technique
The goal of this section is to identify the stack class that already used to convert the original image A into the second
mage B which is for the same object but after an event affects it. Apply the point pattern matching algorithm, then if
here is no transformation, convert the images into matrices and compare the two matrices, element by element.
There are some facts that have to be clear well before guessing which stack class this object follows..2.1. First  fact
The difference between S4 and S5 is that the center of the matrix of the object that follows S4 is usually blocked,
dding (an) element(s) is done to the outer ring and the matrix size of image B is bigger than the original matrix size
s the number of rows and columns are increased. On the other hand, the matrix of the object that follows S5 has to
240 H.S. Elhadidy et al. / Journal of Electrical Systems and Information Technology 3 (2016) 230–260Fig. 8. Objects A and B are the same but after adding two columns or a column to the left or right respectively (S3).
have an empty center (zeros), the change is done by adding inner ring inside the object and the matrix size is the same
in the two images. The difference is clear in Fig. 2 (S4, S5).
Matrix of B in the case of S4 looks like
⎡
⎢⎣
x
x
x
x
A
x
x
x
x
⎤
⎥⎦ where A  is the original matrix. While in the case of S5,
matrix of B  is same as A  from the outer sides while the inner of it is slightly different.
4.2.2. Second  fact
If the number of rows of the two matrices is the same but the number of columns is different (more or less), this stack
class can be S3± or S6± after rearranging horizontally. We could identify the class by either checking the matrices by
eyes or using some calculations. By eyes, if the matrix of B is the same as the original A  after shifting it to the right and
having a new column at the beginning or B  is the same as A  but there is a new column at the end or there are two more
columns one at the beginning and the other is at the end, this means it follows S3. This (these) column(s) has (have)
data (not zeros).While if the difference between the two matrices is an element and the first or last column (new added
column) has zeros except at that element row, this means it is S6. In this case, just one column is added at a time.
In the case of S3, the matrix of B  looks as
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x
x
x
x
x
A
x
x
x
x
x
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
or
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x
x
x
x
x
A
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
or
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
A
x
x
x
x
x
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
respectively according to
Fig. 8 where A  is the original matrix. However, in the case of S6 matrix B  will be for example where y is a
new element added at the position (4,1) and then a new column is added at the beginning and the element which was
already at that position before adding y is pushed left to the new column as seen in Fig. 9. Or it could be
if y  is added to (4,3) and x  is pushed right to the new column which is added to the right.
By calculations we could identify exactly which class this object follows in the case of adding (an) element(s) by
extracting the difference matrix between the two matrices after adding a dummy column at the beginning of the original
matrix A  if the difference in the number of columns between A  and B  is one or adding a column at the beginning and
another one at the end if the difference is two. The elements of the new column(s) are zeros. If the difference matrix
between the new matrix and B  has column(s) with data (not all the elements in that column are zeros) at the beginning
or the end and the rest of the matrix are zeros, this means it is the third class (S3).
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Fig. 9. Stack S6 after rearranging horizontally (S6).
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Otherwise, if the difference between the two matrices is an element and the first column has zeros except at that
lement row, this means it is S6. If the last two cases are not satisfied, add a dummy column at the end of the original
atrix and find the difference matrix. If the difference matrix is an element and the last column has zeros except at
hat element row, this means it is S6 horizontally.
.2.3.  Third  fact
If the number of columns of the two matrices is the same but the number of rows is different (more or less), this
tack class can be S1, S2 or S6 after rearranging vertically. In the case of having more rows than the original matrix,
f the two matrices have the same values except for the first row of matrix B  where it is the additional row, this class is
1. If the two matrices have the same values except for the last row of matrix B, this class is S2. If the difference is an
lement inside the matrix and this element pushes other elements in the same column up or down after adding another
ow in the same direction of the movement and the rest of the elements in the new added row is zeroes, this means S6.
ee Fig. 2 (S1 and S2) and Fig. 10 for S6 after rearranging vertically for the details.
In the case of S1, matrix B  looks like
[
x x  x x
A
]
where A  is the original matrix. However, in S2, B  looks like
A
x x x x
]
. On the other hand, in S6 matrix B  looks like if element y is added to the position (3,2) in
 so a new row is added to the bottom, the elements in Column 2 beginning from Row 3 are pushed down, and the restf elements in the new row are zeroes or if y  is added to (2,2). Note that the original matrix is (4 ×  3)
n this example.
We could identify exactly which class this object follows in the case of adding (an) element(s) by extracting the
ifference matrix between the two matrices (A  after adding a dummy row with zeros at the beginning of it and B).
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If the difference matrix has the first row with values and the rest are zeros, this means it is the first class (S1). If the
resulting matrix has some data in the same column and the rest elements in the first row are zeros, this means it is S6
after rearranging vertically and adding a row at the beginning.
Otherwise, return to the original matrix and add a row at the end with zeros and find the difference between it and B.
If the resulting matrix has all zeros except the last row, this means it is Class S2. If there are more elements with data
in the same column and the rest of the elements in the last row are zeros, this means it is Class S6 after rearranging
vertically after adding a row at the end. Algorithm 2 represents the previous facts.
Algorithm 2.  The stack identification technique algorithm.
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.  The  multi-stacking  layering  networks
Any physical system is a collection of interconnected physical parts or elements to perform a desired function (Singh
nd Agrawal, 2008). Since any system has many elements and each of them somehow can be represented by a stack,
f any operation is done to one of them, it will affect the other neighbors. Therefore, the new vision of the system as a
etwork of stacks rises and is covered in Elhadidy et al. (2014). The following is an example of how these stacks are
elated.
.1. Exchanging  oxygen  and  carbon  dioxide  in  the  lungs  of  a  smoker
In the inhalation, O2 inserts into lungs (S6+) then the red blood cells will carry O2 at the top (S1+) from lungs (S6
hich returns to its initial state) and other red blood cells which carry Co2 will give it to the lungs (S6+) and the cells
ill be S1. This Co2 will get out of the lungs during the exhalation process. All of this will take from 1 to 2 s.
If the person under investigation is smoker, not only O2 enters his lungs, but also nicotine. Each time this person
nhales, his lungs fill up with toxic chemicals, tar and nicotine from his cigarette. The chemicals in cigarettes enter the
lood stream causing the walls of the arteries to become sticky (Gonzale et al., 2009). This collects fats and cholesterol
hich blocks the blood and can lead to strokes and heart attacks. So in the inhalation process, the red blood cell carry
icotine besides the oxygen (S2+) to the arteries to be stuck on the walls (S5+) and to body cells to destroy or change
hem and have cancer (S6+). The red blood cell (S2+) takes carbon dioxide from the body cell (S6−) then gives it to
he lung (S6+) as seen in Fig. 11.
. Experiments  and  resultsThis section presents that the extract algorithm is applied to a real image of an artery to extract the fat using the
tack matrix. In this section presents also the experiments of applying the stack matrix to a circle which represents the
uman artery showing that any process can be done easily with high accuracy. The Matlab is used in these experiments
ith colors from 0 to 255 (Gonzale et al., 2009).
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Fig. 12. The left image is for a health person while the right image is for the same person but after having some fats.Fig. 13. The artery if the 5, 9 and 13 fatty layers indicating in Table 2 are added with (a) low and (b) high resolution. (Low resolution 1 mm = 10units
while high resolution 1 mm = 40units).
Fig. 12 is for two images for a human artery before having some fats on it and after. We need first to apply the
extraction algorithm mentioned in Section 4 on the two images to extract the different layers. Points 1–3 are chosen
carefully close to each other in the area that is the same in both images. By these points, we can calculate a–f  coefficients
in Eq. (1). By checking their values for the first three points, they will be: a = 1, b  = −0.5, c  = 13.5, d = 0, e  = 1 and
f = −1. So X  = x  −  0.5y  + 13.5 and Y  = y −  1. If we apply these equations to the rest of point, we will notice that the
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oints are matching each other; this means that there is no transformation happened. By comparing the two images
atrices; element by element, we find that there is a difference which can be extracted according to the Extraction
lgorithm and as shown in Fig. 13. The location of the difference which is clearly found and can stand alone in matrix
.
If the normal artery whose diameter is about 4.5 mm exposes to cholesterol, a fatty layer is produced inside it as
n inner ring. By the time, this layer increases till medical interference will be mandatory when the inner diameter of
he artery reaches 2.5 mm. An image of the artery is taken and the stack matrix can be produced easily from it. Every
ime the patient is checked up by taking image of the artery and comparing this image with the previous one. Using
he stack matrix, the area of the fat layer can be calculated with high accuracy.
The area is calculated by counting the units that lying between the two circles to the nearest whole unit multiplying
ith the used scale. Table 2 shows the data stacked fat layers of inner human artery. The table shows when the resolution
s high (HR), the average HR accuracy of calculating the area reaches 99.45% of the exact value. Using low resolution
LR) can lead to an acceptable result of 85.5% of the exact value. For this particular example we are approximating
he curve of the circle boundary with matrix cell. When the curve crosses the cell we either take the whole cell or drop
he cell depending of the percentage of the cell included inside the layer. No partial cell can be taken. When the layer
rea increases such error reduces as the portion of such approximation to total layer area becomes less appreciable.
Fig. 13 shows the artery when 5, 9 and 14 layers are added where each color of the circle is related to the intensity
f the fat as indicated in the color code column in Table 2. For Fig. 13(a), the image matrix which represents the stack
atrix of the first image is 200 ×200. However, the image matrix of the second quarter of the first image after some
odifications looks as follows; the first dimension is:he second and third dimensions are the same as follows:
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Table 2
Data of stacked fat layers of an artery.
Stacked layer
number
Diameter (dia)
in mm
Intensity of fat
layer
The color code The area of accumulated layers in mm2
Exact (π/4 × dia2) LR stacks LR accuracy (%) HR stacks HR accuracy (%)
1 4.500 71 199 – – – – –
2 4.392 52 146 0.7542 0.6 74.3 0.74 98.08
3 4.305 60 168 1.3485 1 65.15 1.3125 97.26
4 4.202 91 255 2.0367 1.8 86.85 2.0375 99.96
5 4.048 45 126 3.0345 2.4 73.56 3.0244 99.67
6 3.956 55 154 3.6129 2.8 70.97 3.6050 99.78
7 3.843 81 227 4.3050 3.6 80.42 4.2975 99.83
8 3.673 75 210 5.3085 4.6 84.6 5.295 99.75
9 3.499 62 174 6.2887 6.4 98.26 6.31 99.66
10 3.336 45 126 7.1637 7 97.66 7.1625 99.98
11 3.199 34 96 7.8668 7.6 96.49 7.8950 99.64
12 3.081 74 208 8.4489 7.8 91.68 8.46 99.87
13 2.827 54 152 9.6275 9.2 95.35 9.6425 99.84
14 2.596 38 107 10.6113 10.2 95.97 10.6550 99.59
Artery is partially blocked Medical interference is mandatory
N
t
d
−
0
0
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ote that the colored cells indicate the pure red color while other 255 which have to be in the 3 dimensions indicate
he white color. There is another stack matrix that describes the shape. In our example, the stack matrix is (x,y) for
ifferent radius. In the case of the first image in Fig. 13(a), the stack matrix is as follows: For x  = [−22.5 −17.5 −12.5
7.5 −2.5 2.5 7.5 12.5 17.5 22.5].
For the first circle, its matrix (y  values related to (sqrt (R2 −  x2) where R  = 22.5) is:
 15 19 22 23 23 22 19 15 0
 −15 −19 −22 −23 −23 −22 −19 −15 0
There are some empty rows between these two rows of data and by adding layers, new data appears in the empty
ows in the stack matrix. Furthermore, the image matrix for the second quarter of the second image is:
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The image matrix for the second quarter of the third image is:
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As seen from the second and third dimensions of the first image, the other dimensions looks like have a 255 (white)
n the same place as in the first dimension while having a 0 in the place of the other number to have different degrees
f red by resetting the green and blue. The image matrices for high resolution are much bigger than low resolution
atrices. From the previous matrices and Table 2, it seems that when the resolution is low, the time complexity and
he amount of data is relatively less than when the resolution is high. However, high resolution reaches high accuracy.
n intermediate resolution can be chosen according to the following relationship after assuming that the relation is
inear at least in the region of accuracy (A) from 0.7 to 1:
A =  α  ×  S  +  β  (2)
here A  is the accuracy in decimal, S  is the number of units per 1 mm scale, and α and β  are constants whose values
re based on the experiment. In our experiment, their values are 0.00465 and 0.8085; respectively. On conclusion, the
DSP model which depends on stack or image matrix can be used for modeling different systems and analyzing them
asily with high accuracy.
.  Conclusion  and  future  works
This paper presents a new methodology for analyzing everywhere systems during their change pathways using the
DSP model. A new vision of the stack operation is addressed and introduced unlike the traditional pile form that well
nown since there are different applications of the stack in our physical world and it is important to give more attention
o it. The GDSP model includes six classes of stack to simulate what really happen in everywhere real life systems.
hese stacking programs can effectively be used to form future  modular  blocks  for handling various applications
ncluding the multi-stacking  applications.
The growing/shrinking matrix implementation is developed to model in a modularity form the six classes of the
DSP model instead the array implementation. The values of the matrices are taken by various means such as sensors
easurements or as in this work from frequent imaging. These values describe the changes that are happened to the
ystem. The mathematical models and algorithms for all the six classes are then successfully tested using Matlab
xamples. There are many applications which cover many fields are examples of GDSP model such as in life sciences,
edicine, biology, engineering etc.
The  stacks  identiﬁcation  technique  is proposed for classifying which stack class this change in the object belongs
o. Although there are lots of algorithms in image processing can do the extraction operation, our algorithm is very
imple since our focus is on the new vision of the data structure more than developing algorithm for the details. Since
ny system can be divided into some stacks and each stack has its own type and operations, if any operation is done
o one of them, it will affect the other neighbors in the same system which yields to the importance of studying the
ulti-stacking layering network. It is proved experimentally that using the presented idea which is based on the stack
atrix of any system can do any required job with an average accuracy reaches 99.45%.
Finally, more in-depth separation analysis of various stack layers is recommended through developing a feedback
echnique to have the object after removing the unusual event that it is exposed to.
ppendix A.  Coding  of  stack  classes  algorithmsPseudo code languages are more convenient than actual programming languages since we can use high level concepts
orrowed from mathematics without having to worry about how exactly they can be compiled to run on actual hardware.
ppendix A is used to explain the operations that can be done on the different classes of our model.
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A.1  List  of  symbols
A The resulted matrix after adding (an) element(s) to matrix M according to the stack class used
B The resulting matrix after deleting (an) element(s) to matrix M according to the stack class used
c, r, k Counters that represent rows, columns and third dimension respectively
e The new added element to matrix M
i Counter
(I, J) The coordinates of the place of the new added element that is used in the sixth class
m The number of rows of the matrix M
M The image matrix that represents the object under investigation without background
n The number of columns of the matrix M
q The third dimension of the matrix M
A.2  Stack  S1
AAH.S. Elhadidy et al. / Journal of Electrical Systems and Information Technology 3 (2016) 230–260 251
.3  Stack  S2
.4  Stack  S3
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.5  Stack  S4
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A.6  Stack  S5
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.7  Stack  S6
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Appendix B represents the mathematical representation of each class. There are some equations having dash on its
number. It means that Eq. (B.25′) is used instead of Eq. (B.25) if the condition fails.
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.1  Stack  S1
Mathematically, for adding an element at the top of the matrix, if M represents the original object and A is the object
fter adding the required changes, we have the following;
A(c +  1,  r,  k) =  M(c,  r,  k) ∃r,  c,  k    Z  : ∀k  =: 1 →  q&∀r  =: 1 →  n  &∀c  =: 1 →  m  (B.1)
A(1, r, k) =  e : ∀k  =: 1 →  q &∀r  =: 1 →  n (B.2)
here A  is the new matrix (m  + 1, n, q).
The number of rows increases by one.
For  deleting  the  ﬁrst  row  of  the  matrix,  we  have  the  following:
M(c, r,  k) =  M(c  +  1,  r, k)∃r,  c,  k  ∈  Z  : ∀k  =: 1 →  q  &∀r  =: 1 →  n  &∀c  =: 1 →  m  −  1 (B.3)
ut in this case M still have the same dimension but the last row is dummy.
If the number of rows decreases, we have the following:
B(c −  1,  r, k) =  M(c,  r,  k)∃r,  c,  k  ∈  Z  : ∀k  =: 1 →  q&∀r  =: 1 →  n&∀c  =: 2 →  m  (B.3′)
 is the new matrix (m  −  1, n, q) where the number of rows decreases by one.
.2 Stack  S2
Mathematically,
A(c, r, k) =  M(c,  r,  k)∃r,  c,  k  ∈ Z  : ∀k  =: 1 →  q&∀r  =: 1 →  n&∀c  =: 1 →  m  (B.4)
A(m +  1,  r,  k) =  e∀k  =: 1 →  q  &∀r  =: 1 →  n  (B.5)
here A  is the new matrix (m  + 1, n, q).
The number of rows increases by one.
For  deleting  the  last  row:
M(m,  r, k) =  0∀k  =: 1 →  q &∀r  =: 1 →  n  (B.6)
till M  is (m, n, q) with a dummy last row.
If the number of rows decreases, we have the following:
B(c, r, k) =  M(c,  r, k)∃r,  c,  k  ∈  Z∀k  =: 1 →  q&∀r  =: 1 →  n&∀c  =: 1 →  m  −  1 (B.6′)
 is the new matrix (m  −  1, n, q) where the number of rows decreases by one.
.3 Stack  S3
Mathematically, if the insertion is done in one side:
A(c, r +  1,  k) =  M(c,  r, k)∃r,  c,  k  ∈  Z  : ∀k  =: 1 →  q &∀r  =: 1 →  n  &∀c  =: 1 →  m  (B.7)
A(c, 1, k) =  e : ∀k  =: 1 →  q &∀c  =: 1 →  m  (B.8)
here A  is the new matrix (m, n  + 1, q).
If the insertion is done in both sides:
A(c, r +  1,  k) =  M(c,  r, k)∃r,  c,  k  ∈  Z  : ∀k  =: 1 →  q &∀r  =: 1 →  n  &∀c  =: 1 →  m (B.7′)
A(c, 1, k) =  A(c,  n  +  2,  k) =  e : ∀k  =: 1 →  q &∀c  =: 1 →  m  (B.8′)
here A  is the new matrix (m, n  + 2, q).
The number of columns increases by one or two if the insertion is in one or two sides respectively.
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If the deletion is done in one side:
B(c, r,  k) =  M(c,  r  +  1,  k)∃r,  c,  k  ∈  Z  : ∀k  =: 1 →  q  &∀r  =: 1 →  n  −  1&∀c  =: 1 →  m (B.9)
If it is done on both sides:
B(c,  r,  k) =  M(c,  r  +  1,  k)∃  r, c,  k  ∈  Z  : ∀k  =: 1 →  q&∀r  =: 1 →  n  − 2&∀c  =: 1 →  m (B.9′)
The number of columns decreases by one or two if the deletion is in one or two sides respectively.
B.4 Stack  S4
A(c +  1,  r  +  1,  k) =  M(c,  r, k) : ∀k  =: 1 →  q  &∀r  =: 1 →  n&∀c  =: 1 →  m  (B.10)
A(c, 1,  k) =  ewhere e is the new element : ∀k  =: 1 →  q&∀c  =: 1 →  m  +  1(add a leftcolumn) (B.11)
A(1, r, k) =  e : ∀k  =: 1 →  q&∀r  =: 2 →  n  +  2(add an uprow) (B.12)
A(c, n +  2,  k) =  e  : ∀k  =: 1 →  q&∀c  =: 2 →  m  +  2(add a rightcolumn) (B.13)
A(m +  2,  r, k) =  e  : ∀k  =: 1 →  q&∀r  =: 1 →  n  +  1(add a bottomcolumn) (B.14)
A (m  + 2, n + 2, q) is the new produced matrix where the number of rows and columns increase by two.
The deletion is done by removing the outer ring of the matrix M  resulting the new matrix B (m  −  2, n  −  2, q)
B(c −  1,  r  −  1,  k) =  M(c,  r,  k) : ∀k  =: 1 →  q  &∀r  =: 2 →  n  −  1&∀c  =: 2 →  m  −  1 (B.15)
B.5 Stack  S5
Assume that M  is a square matrix m  × m  where m is odd number and the vital condition to resume working with
this stack model is M(m  +  1/2, m  +  1/2) = 0 which means that the center of this square has to be empty in each layer
of the 3D.
If M(m  −  i/2, m  −  i/2,  k) = 0 ∀  i odd number =: −1 →  m  −  2; beginning from inside going outside. Stop this
searching at last M(m  −  i/2, m  −  i/2,  k) = 0:∀k= :1 →  q. Take i calculated and resume.
M(c, m −  i
2
,  k) =  e  ∀c  = m −  i
2
→  m  − m  −  i
2
+  1to add the left cplumn : ∀k  =: 1 →  q  (B.16)
M(m −  i
2
,  r,  k) =  e  ∀r  = m −  i
2
+  1 →  m  − m  −  i
2
+  1 to add upperrow : ∀k  =: 1 →  q  (B.17)
M(c, m  − m  −  i
2
+  1,  k) =  e ∀c  = m − i
2
+  1 →  m  − m  −  i
2
+  1to addright column : ∀k =: 1 →  q
(B.18
M(m − m  −  i
2
+  1,  r, k) =  e  ∀r  = m −  i
2
+  1 →  m  − m  −  i
2
to add lowerrow : ∀k  =: 1 →  q  (B.19)
Deleting from  a matrix  according to S5 is done as follow:
∀ i odd number = :−1 →  m  −  2 check if M(m  −  i/2, m  −  i/2) /=  0 in each layer of 3D when stop searching return
r = c = m  −  i/2.
M(c, m  −  i
2
,  k) =  0 ∀c  = m −  i
2
→  m  − m  −  i
2
+  1 &∀k  =: 1 →  q  (B.20)
to remove the data from the left column
M(m −  i
2
,  r,  k) =  0 ∀r  = m −  i
2
+  1 →  m  − m  −  i
2
+  1 &∀k  =: 1 →  q  (B.21)
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o remove the data from the upper row
M(c,  m − m  −  i
2
+  1,  k) =  0∀c  = m −  i
2
+  1 →  m  − m  −  i
2
+  1&∀k  =: 1 →  q  (B.22)
o remove the data from the right column
M(m  − m  −  i
2
+  1,  r  , k) =  0 ∀r  = m −  i
2
+  1 →  m  − m  −  i
2
&∀k  =: 1 →  q (B.23)
o remove the data from the lower row.
.6  Stack  S6
.6.1 S6  Horizontally
Adding e  at (a,b) in matrix M  horizontally is done as follow:
A(c, r, k) =  M(c,  r, k) ∀k  =: 1 →  q  & r  =: 1 →  n  & c =: 1 →  m (B.24)
here A  is a storage matrix.
If b  ≥  m/2 then.
//use this condition to check if the new column will be inserted to the left or the right.
M(a, r,  k) =  A(a,  r  −  1,  k)∀k  =: 1 →  q&r  =: b  →  n  + 1∃a,  b,  r,  k  ∈  Z  (B.25)
olumn to the right
Else {M(c,  r,  k) =  A(c,  r −  1,  k)∀k  =: 1 →  q&r  =: b  →  n  +  1&c  =: 1 →  m  (B.25′)
And M(a,  r,  k) =  A(a,  r +  1,  k)∀k  =: 1 →  q&r  =: 1 →  b  −  1 ∃a,  b,  c,  k  ∈ Z}  (B.26)
In bothcasesM(a,  b,  k) =  e∀k  =: 1 →  q  (B.27)
dd the new element.
For  deleting  an element at (a, b) then rearrange the stack horizontally;
A(c, r, k) =  M(c,  r, k)∀k  =: 1 →  q  & r  =: 1 →  n  & c  =: 1 →  m  (B.28)
here A  is a storage matrix.
If b ≥ n
2
then {M(a,  r, k) =  A(a,  r  +  1,  k) ∀k  =: 1 →  q&r  =: b  →  n  −  1 ∃a,  b,  c,  k  ∈ Z  (B.29)
And M(a,  n,  k) =  0}  (B.30)
Else {M(a,  r  +  1,  k) =  A(a,  r,  k) ∀k  =: 1 →  q&r  =: 1 →  b  −  1 ∃ r,  a,  k  ∈ Z  (B.29′)
And M(a,  1,  k) =  0}  (B.30′)
.6.2. S6  vertically
If we need to add the element e at position (a, b).
A(c, r, k) =  M(c,  r, k)∀k  =: 1 →  q  & r  =: 1 →  n  & c  =: 1 →  m  (B.31)
here A  is a storage matrix.
If a  ≥  m/2 then.
//use this condition to check if the new row will be inserted up or down.
M(c, b, k) =  A(c  −  1,  b,  k)∀k  =: 1 →  q&c  =: a  →  m  +  1∃a,  b,  c,  k  ∈  Z  (B.32)
′Else {M(c,  r,  k) =  A(c  −  1,  r,  k)∀k  =: 1 →  q&c  =: a →  m  +  1&r  =: 1 →  n  ∃ c,  k,  ∈  Z  (B.32 )
And M(c,  b,  k) =  A(c  +  1,  b,  k)∀k  =: 1 →  q&c  =: 1 →  a  −  1∃a,  b,  c,  k ∈ Z}  (B.33)
In both casesM(a,  b,  k) =  e∀k  =: 1 →  q  add the newelement (B.34)
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For  deleting  an  element  at (a,b) then rearrange the stack vertically;
A(c, r, k) =  M(c,  r,  k)∀k  =: 1 →  q  & r  =: 1 →  n  & c =: 1 →  m (B.35)
where A  is a storage matrix.
If a ≥ m
2
then{M(c,  b,  k) =  A(c  +  1,  b,  k)∀k  =: 1 →  q&c  =: a  →  m  − 1∃a,  b,  c,  k  ∈  Z  (B.36)
And M(m,  b,  k) =  0}  (B.37)
Else{M(c +  1,  b,  k) =  A(c,  b,  k)∀k  =: 1 →  q&c  =: 1 →  a −  1∃c,  b,  k  ∈ Z  (B.36′)
And M(1,  b,  k) =  0}  (B.37′)
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